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Network Connex, a Chicago-based provider of mission critical network deployment solutions in fiber 
optics, data centers, and wireless and video networks, with operations in the United States and 
Europe, announced today it has acquired Advantage Engineers. Advantage Engineers is based in 
Columbia, MD, and is a nationwide engineering and design firm bringing innovative solutions to 
telecommunications infrastructure projects. Advantage Engineers has substantial operations on the 
East Coast and on the West Coast, where it goes to market through its Synergy brand. 
 
Advantage Engineers offers specialized solutions, such as site acquisition, planning and surveying, 
civil, structural and electrical engineering, zoning and permitting, construction management, and 
inspection and verification for both wireless and fiber deployments. Advantage Engineers will 
operate under the Network Connex umbrella, forming the backbone of its Engineering & 
Professional Service Line and complementing Network Connex’s existing Fiber, Data Center, and 
Wireless and Construction Service Lines. Advantage Engineers will maintain both the Advantage 
Engineers and Synergy operating brands. 
 
“The acquisition of Advantage Engineers aligns perfectly with Network Connex’s strategic objective 
to expand our engineering and professional services capabilities and strengthen our nationwide 
footprint, especially on the West Coast and in the Mid-Atlantic region,” said Jim Estes, CEO of 
Network Connex. “The combined offering will allow us to better serve our customers and provide an 
end-to-end solution, from initial design and engineering through construction, upgrades, and ongoing 
maintenance across data centers, fiber and wireless infrastructure.” 
 
“We are very excited to join the Network Connex family,” said John McGrath, CEO of Advantage 
Engineers. “We see tremendous opportunities to continue to grow our business both organically and 
by joining forces with the other Network Connex service lines to serve our customers more 
holistically.” 
 
Network Connex has continued to expand its operations across the country. In December 2019, it 
expanded its Fiber, Wireless and Construction Service Lines through the acquisition of Vertical 
Communications, LLC (VERTICOM), allowing Network Connex to offer turnkey solutions to the 
nation’s leading wireless, small cell and fiber providers in the South-Central United States. In June 
2020, Network Connex expanded its Fiber Service Line through the acquisition of Precision Design 
Services, Inc. (PDS), a fiber network engineering business serving the greater New York area. 
 
“Advantage Engineers is a leading network engineering and professional services provider that is a 
great fit with the broader offering of Network Connex’s existing service lines,” said Chris Suan, 
President and Senior Managing Director of ORIX Capital Partners, the private equity platform of 
ORIX Corporation USA, whose managed fund acquired Network Connex in November 2018. “This 
acquisition will deepen Network Connex’s strong customer relationships and significantly increase 
engineering and professional services capabilities, and allow Network Connex to provide an end-to-
end service suite to blue-chip customers. We are excited to see Network Connex further benefit from 
the growth trends in the fiber, data center and wireless infrastructure space. ”Truist Securities acted 
as exclusive financial advisor to Advantage Engineers. 
 
Link to original press release: 
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